
THE BLOCKSTAR
Shooting Target

NO GOALIE? 

NO PROBLEM!

Features:

● Lightweight, portable target (about

2.25 lbs). Fits in a backpack! 

● Easily attaches to a fence or

regular sized goal!

● Encourages repetition of high

scoring percentage shots.

● Great as a fill in goalkeeper for

drills.  

Developed by former USA National Team

Goalkeeper, Jill Dedman

CONTACT US:

Visit the website: 

www.blockstarfieldhockey.com

Questions? 

Call: 619-823-5659

Email: jill@blockstarfieldhockey.com

WHERE WILL

YOU GO?

TAKE THE BLOCKSTAR 

ANYWHERE!

Blockstar is committed to 

spreading the love of the game 

and helping communities.  

Be a star on your block!



Remove the

Blockstar

Shooting

Target from

the carrying

bag!  

Step 2:

Attach the bungees

to the frame of the

goal.  Make sure

the toggle is plush

against the

grommet (as

pictured).  This will

prevent the bungee

from slipping off.

Step 1: Step 3:

Put the 18 foot

bungee through

the bottom pouch.

Bring each end of

the bungee under

the posts and wrap

around the

sideboards.  This

will keep the

bottom of the

target down.

Enjoy!!

1. Use a step stool, cooler, or crate

to make it easier to reach the top

cross bar of the cage during set up!

2. To create a rebound, place a

board in front of the middle of the

target. Boards and weights placed

inside the pouch may cause the

seam to tear over time and is not

covered by warranty.  Instead, use a

bungee though the pouch and tie

the ends of the bungee around your

rebound board to keep it in place!   

Optional Tips:

Continue on all

sides to complete

set up!  Please

note:  The target

is designed to

leave the bottom

corners open at

baseboard height.

Step 4:

Warranty:
One Year Limited Manufacturer's

Warranty on Manufacturing

Defects Only. Does not cover

normal wear and tear.

SETTING UP THE BLOCKSTAR

www.blockstarfieldhockey.com


